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because i found a post somewhere about how someone was able to get rid of an ad that he thought

was on his computer, he said it was affecting his performance and was annoying him, so I
downloaded this and was able to get rid of it, and it works fast and only takes seconds to clean it.

keeps running quietly until i close it by hazellough I opened this application about a week ago but it
never said anything about shutting down. It never asked for a restart or anything. It just kept going. It
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exactly what it says it does, and does it well, for the most part. Have used quite a few Windows

"optimization" programs in my time, however, I like to think I am about as smart as the average pro
user as I use the best technology available, whether it is software, hardware or OS. Never had a

problem with the smart data cleanup or speed up features. I've used the program to address a lot of
common issues and it has been very effective. I use my PC for surfing and downloading, so the

program works well. The tool is always available, but the ads are completely optional. The program
can also be used at intervals to make sure no problems are lingering. The only thing I found that I
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